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Abstract: Supply chain management (SCM) is essential for a company’s faster, efficient, and effective
product life cycle. However, the current SCM systems are insufficient to provide product legitimacy,
transaction privacy, and security. Therefore, this research proposes a secure SCM system for the
authenticity of the products based on the Internet of Things (IoT) and blockchain technology. The
IoT-enabled Quick Response (QR) scanner and the blockchain-integrated distributed system will
allow all the SCM stakeholders to begin secure and private transactions for their products or services.
Resulting, the consumer will receive an authentic and genuine product from the original producer.
A lightweight asymmetric key encryption technique, i.e., elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and
Hyperledger Fabric-based blockchain technology with on-chain smart contracts are applied for
distributed IoT devices to make the authentication process faster and lighter. Each SCM stakeholder
is registered by the service provider and receives corresponding public and private keys, which will
be used for the authentication process of the participants and IoT devices. The authenticated QR
scanner records all transactions on the blockchain. Consequently, there will be no human intervention
for the SCM transactions. The security and scalability analysis demonstrates that the proposed system
is more secure and robust than other state-of-the-art techniques.

Keywords: supply chain; internet of things; blockchain; asymmetric encryption; authentication
and security

1. Introduction

The internet and technology have been developed so rapidly that the whole world is
experiencing the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) [1] in all aspects of humankind,
where the Internet of Things (IoT) [2] plays a significant role for its diverse adoption. IoT is
a network of interlinked physical objects (e.g., devices, machines, and appliances) installed
with sensors, software, and electronics, provided with unique identifiers. IoT sensors also
possess the capacity to exchange data over the internet without human intervention. It can
create information about the associated objects, examine them and make decisions. It has
enormous potential to give various elating services across numerous spaces from industry,
healthcare [3], smart home [4], smart cities, social media, and supply chain. IoT devices
have revolutionized the supply chain management (SCM) system [5].

SCM is the management of the movement of goods through various parties like
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and customers [3]. It helps to check the traversal
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of products and information without any complexities. A supply chain involves a series
of steps to get a product or service to the customer. The steps include moving and trans-
forming raw materials into finished products, transporting and distributing them to the
end-user.

IoT devices can be connected to a product to confirm the product’s authenticity,
investigate the origin and quality. Moreover, IoT devices can ensure real-time tracking,
traceability, and visibility of a product in the supply chain. A recent survey reveals
that Australian retailers have integrated IoT devices into their supply chain. It includes
internet-based barcode technology, sensors and scanners, palm-held tablets/smart devices,
smartphones, mobile apps, GPS-based location awareness, and Internet-based security and
surveillance system [6].

There is no doubt regarding the advantages of the IoT in the supply chain. Despite
the benefits, some concerns are related to the IoT integrated supply chain. The IoT devices
generate a large amount of data stored in a centralized server, i.e., in a cloud as a plaintext.
As a result, there is a chance that the centralized server might act dishonestly and make
fallacious use of users’ sensitive data. There is a severe threat related to the privacy and
security of user data in the centralized IoT infrastructure [7]. Even most of the existing
supply chains are not IoT integrated, and because of human intervention [8], there is a high
risk in the privacy and security of product and user’s data.

Besides the above-discussed articles, there are some other investigations where IoT
and blockchain [9] are integrated into the supply chain, whereas there are no studies that
focus on the incorporation of asymmetric key encryption technique elliptic curve cryp-
tography (ECC), IoT, and supply chain. Moreover, none of the earlier studies which are
discussed in Section 2 focuses on key distributions and key agreements for authenticating
IoT devices. Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed network of peers that shares
the same ledger of transactions connected with the system without any central server.
The transaction records in the blockchain ledger are immutable, and therefore, it assures
authenticity, transparency, traceability, security, and visibility among supply chain entities.
The immutable nature of the blockchain platform ensures the SCM transactions data au-
thenticity and security, but it does not ensure data privacy. Therefore, users’ sensitive data
needs to be protected from disclosure. Due to the resource limitations (i.e., small memory,
limited battery power, and insufficient processing capability) of the IoT device, conven-
tional PC-based cryptographic solutions are not appropriate for most IoT devices [10].
Therefore, a lightweight cryptographic protocol is required for the system.

This research converges IoT, lightweight asymmetric key cryptography, i.e., ECC, and
Hyperledger fabric for secure and trusted supply chain transactions to mitigate the existing
supply chain problems. A lightweight key agreement scheme based on ECC has been
introduced to ensure the authenticity of IoT devices. Hyperledger fabric assures faster and
private supply chain transactions between participating entities. All products or services
carry a quick response (QR) code from their production. The proposed system will scan QR
codes with an IoT-enabled QR scanner, whereas the transaction data will be stored into the
blockchain automatically and securely. Every participant’s (e.g., manufacturer, distributor,
and retailer) QR scanner will be registered through the lightweight authentication process
in the blockchain network. After the registration and successful mutual authentication
between the IoT device of two entities, the product information scanned by the QR scanner
is stored in the blockchain. The proposed approach serves as a peer-to-peer, trusted
distributed supply chain that introduces the product’s real-time tracking and traceability
and guarantees product information authenticity and confidentiality with an authenticated
IoT device. Integration of IoT in the blockchain-based supply chain will enhance the
supply chain’s flexibility, traceability, transparency, real-time audibility, autonomy, and
transaction privacy.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• IoT and Blockchain are used to reduce human intervention at the time of recording
the supply chain transaction;
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• Asymmetric key encryption technique ECC based Key distribution and key agreement
are developed in SCM. ECC is used for managing the cryptographic operations and
also for lightweight authentication of entities;

• Hyperleadger fabric based blockchain technology will ensure the transaction data
privacy and security;

• Security and Privacy analysis illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Related works are analyzed in Section 2.
Preliminaries, System Overview, and Model Construction are delineated in Sections 3–5,
respectively. Section 6 illustrates the Performance Evaluation. Finally, Section 7 concludes
this article.

2. Related Work

This section briefly reviews previous works and also discusses their limitations and
the novelty of these works.

2.1. Privacy by Design

Security of information with the help of technology design is called privacy by design.
This concept can merge privacy at the development and production level. It is better to
employ a proactive method for data security before they occur, instead of lingering till
the breach happens [11,12]. End-to-end security for the entire lifecycle protection can be
achieved by this concept. All data are processed securely and also being destroyed securely
when needs are over. Specification of privacy context is necessary to defend user privacy.
Recent studies [13–17] determined some privacy terms necessary for cyberspace. They are
intruders, receivers, senders. and so on. Pfitzmann and Hansen [15–17] illustrate a setting
related to privacy, which specifies the affinity among privacy terms. Moreover, privacy by
design is important for information security.

2.2. IoT and Blockchain in Supply Chain

Malik [18] proposed TrustChain, which is a three-layered trust management frame-
work for SCM integrated with blockchain. Tsang [19] presented a blockchain and IoT-
enabled food traceability system called BIFTS where incorporates IoT, fuzzy logic, and
blockchain for complete traceability of perishable food. Shi [20] designed and developed
an IoT and blockchain-integrated pharmaceutical supply chain management system to
mitigate the concerns of belief, safety, traceability, and inefficiency. Caro [21] proposed a
system for the agricultural food supply chain management, which is a comprehensively
decentralized traceability system. It incorporates different IoT sensor devices with the
supply chain. Abdel-Basset [22] proposed a framework based on RFID technologies for
supply chain management that automate the identification process of products, trace and
track products globally.

Cui [23] proposed a Hyperledger Fabric-based blockchain framework to trace and
track every electronic chip in the supply chain. All the supply chain entities could bene-
fit from this framework since it helps to preserve the supply chain from forged devices.
Cocco [24] proposed a blockchain and IoT-based system for Carasau bread’s supply chain
management to ensure the product’s transparent and auditable traceability. In their sug-
gested system, every supply chain party can check the condition of the products and
the agreement to the prescriptive about the hygienic-sanitary circumstances on the chain.
Matteo [25] presented a DL-Tags solution based on IoT and blockchain that allows privacy-
preserving, decentralized, and verifiable management of commodities labeled with Smart
Tags. All the product consumers and stakeholders can check its authenticity without
disclosing their identity. Their recommended solution proves the product’s source and
journey throughout the supply chain while preventing label replication and manipulation.
Bhutta [26] proposed a supply chain management framework for agricultural food supply
that ensures secure traceability, identification, and real-time tracking of transportation
using IoT and Blockchain.
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Grida (2020) [27] discusses the uncertainty of evaluating the outcomes of the supply
chain based on IoT by blending pathogenic set with Vlse Kriterijumska Optimizacija Kom-
promisno Resenje and Best-Worst schemes in a judgment-making framework employed
for this field. Yadav (2020) [28,29] employs a framework for regulating the performance
of SCM for agriculture based on IoT and to develop an IoT-based effective system follow-
ing natural outbreaks for advancing the coordination mechanism in agriculture supply
chain management. Zhang (2020) [30] presents a thorough review of existing SCM-related
studies.

Table 1 illustrates the summary of the state-of-the-art techniques with the proposed
studies. Most of the investigations utilized IoT and blockchain in SCM, and some of them
used cryptographic technologies which are not lightweight. None of them showed the
authentication of the entities in terms of privacy and security, and only a few of them
focused on transaction data confidentiality. These studies utilized IoT devices to track the
products’ real-time information, such as product quality and location, without considering
security and privacy issues. Some studies employed the transaction privacy module, but
it lacks security proof. On the other hand, the proposed framework addresses all the
limitations of the studies mentioned earlier, and it is lighter, secure, and faster for supply
chain transactions.

Table 1. An overview of existing research on privacy-preserving SCM adopting IoT, cryptography, and
Blockchain technologies.

State of the Art Technologies Adoption Security Parameters Covered

Study Year Cryptography
Blockchain Authentication Confidentiality

Light Weight Heavy Weight

Caro [21] 2018 - - X - -

Abdel-Basset [22] 2018 - - X X -

Malik [18] 2019 - - X - -

Tsang [19] 2019 - - X - -

Shi [20] 2019 - X X X X

Cui [23] 2019 - - X - -

Matteo [25] 2019 - - X X -

Cocco [24] 2021 - - X - -

Bhutta [26] 2021 - - X X -

Proposed 2021 X - X X X

3. Preliminaries

This section describes all the notations, which are shown in Table 2 and technologies
related to the system.
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Table 2. Notations.

Sign Meanings Sign Meanings

M manufacturer D distributor
R retailer C customer
SP service provider ID identity
PK public key SK private Key
A adversaries p, q two large primes
E( ) elliptic curve Fp finite field
Z∗q multiplicative group P a generator

n security parameter h() hash function
iot IoT device DE() decryption function

r, u, v nonce EN () encryption function
Φ registration protocol Γ authentication protocol

SEK session key MA message
DS digital signature SN SP sign

3.1. Asymmetric-Key Encryption

Asymmetric encryption technique is known as public-key cryptography. This cryp-
tographic system uses key pairs, i.e., public and private keys. Here, the public keys are
declared openly, and private keys are kept secret by the key owners. The formation of
the before-mentioned keys depends on cryptographic algorithms based on large prime
numbers to build one-way cryptographic algorithms [31]. There are different types of
asymmetric-key cryptography such as Diffie Hellman, Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA),
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), ElGamal, and so on. However, ECC is the lightweight
asymmetric-key cryptography for data encryption and decryption [32].

3.2. Blockchain and Smart Contract

Blockchain is an immutable distributed ledger technology where the transactions are
open to every node of the network associated with a peer-to-peer (P2P) design. It permits
untrusted participants to interact and broadcast transactions among each other in a secure
way and no trusted third party is needed. Figure 1 represents the smart contract and
blockchain system. Blockchain is an ordered list and cryptographic hashes are used to
identify each one of the blocks. A chain of blocks is created, where each block references the
block that came before it. Every block has a group of transactions [9]. Again, an executable
code, which operates on the blockchain in order to aid, execute and dictate the terms of an
agreement is known as a smart contract. Its goal is to execute the terms of an agreement
automatically if the specific requirements are fulfilled. Its capability fully depends on
the programming language, which is utilized for expressing the contract but not on the
technology. It has private storage, executable code, and account balance. This study used
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [33] for consensus protocol. PBFT is a way for a
distributed network to reach the consensus set for the blockchain even if some nodes are
malicious. It is used in Hyperledger, in the transaction approval process to avoid malicious
decisions. When a Hyperledger transaction is made, the transaction details are sent to the
nodes in the network. There are might some nodes that will approve the transactions and
some nodes that will not. The majority of nodes have to approve the transaction for the
transaction to be completed. To keep the system secure, PBFT requires 3 f + 1 nodes in
the system, where f is the maximum number of faulty nodes that the system can tolerate.
Therefore, for the group of nodes to make any decision, approval from 2 f + 1 nodes is
required.
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Figure 1. The internal structure of a smart contract for on chain transaction.

3.3. Elliptic Curve Cryptography

Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) [34]: Nowadays, 160 bit ECDLP is
often used in cryptosystem where A failed to calculate u, when Q = uP for P, Q ∈ E(Fp)
and u ∈ Z∗q .

Elliptic curve computational Diffie–Hellmen problem [34]: The length 160 bit ECDLP
is secure [34] for that reason A failed to calculate uvP, where uP, vP ∈ E(Fp) and u, v ∈ Z∗q .

4. System Overview

This section discusses the system model, threat model, and security goals.

4.1. System Model

This study envisage blockchain and IoT based data-driven supply chain ecosystem,
which is showed in Figure 2. In this system, the registration protocol, consensus mechanism,
and authentication protocol are studied in detail. Entities involved in this systems are
Manufacturer (M), Distributor (D), Retailer (R), Customer (C), and Service Provider (SP).
Their roles are described in Table 3.

Table 3. Individual entities and their roles.

Entities Roles

Manufacturer produces the product and sells it to the D
Distributor purchase the product fromM and sells it to theR

Retailer buys the the product from D and sells it to the C
Customer are the end user who purchase the product from theR

Service Provider are responsible for registeringM, D, andR into the system
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Manufacturer M

Distributor D Retailer R

Service Provider SP

Customers C

Smart
phone

IoT
device

Interactions

Smart
Contract

Blockchain

Blockchain

Flow of Supply Chain

Chain 1 (Φ)

Chain 2 (Γ)

Figure 2. IoT-enabled P2P ecosystem of the proposed supply chain management.

Formally, the proposed system in Figure 2 consist of n number of Manufacturer
Mn

i=1, Distributor Dn
i=1, RetailerRn

i=1, Customer Cn
i=1, and Service Provider SPn

i=1. Each
M, D and R will have n number of IoT devices, which isMIoTn

i=1
, DIoTn

i=1
and RIoTn

i=1
,

respectively. ParticipantsM, D,R, and SP perform their task by executing protocols Φ
and Γ. Protocol Φ and Γ are used for registration and authentication process, respectively.
These protocols can make sure privacy, security, and authenticity of the participants, which
is described in Section 5.

The entire system is divided into two parts. They are:

• Registration
• Authentication

In the registration process, theM requests for registration to SP and SP approves
the request and completes the registration process ofM. Similarly, D and R complete
the registration process. Each ofM, D, andR follow Protocol Φ during the registration
process and also receive their public key and private key from SP . All interactions are
handled by smart contract and transactions are recorded in the chain 1. Any participant
within the network can have the public key of other participants. The registration process
and Protocol Φ are elaborately discussed in Section 5. In the authentication process,
M, D, and R authenticate each other and their IoT devices by following the protocol Γ.
Consider a scenario, whereM and D want to participate in the authentication. Based on
asymmetric encryption ECC they authenticate each other. Their smart contract handles
all the interactions and transactions are recorded in the chain 2. All participants in the
authentication portion will also authenticate the public key from chain 1 by their smart
contract. The detailed authentication process and Protocol Γ are discussed in Section 5.
Lastly, C can buy its product from the R by scanning the QR code of the product by C’s
smartphone but C will not participate in any of the above-mentioned protocols.

4.2. Threat Model

Participants in protocol Φ and Γ do not trust each other except SP . Others are semi-
honest adversaries (A), who are honest in following the protocol but also interested in
the private data of other participants [35]. A can also be a middle man adversary. It can
dominate the public channel by intercepting, modifying, and forging messages. Yet A
failed to infer information from the private channel. In case of forwarding secrecy, A’s
attack has a minute probability of success against participants.
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• Amight get all messages between two entities by initiating a passive attack.
• Amight execute any operation by initiating an active attack.
• Amight forge any message in a key agreement stage.
• Amight retrieve the session key of the entity.

4.3. Security Goals

The privacy-preserving protocol Φ and Γ satisfy the following security requirements
of the supply chain. SP is the only trusted entity in the entire system.

• None of the participants can infer other participants’ privacy.
• None of the participants can breach other participants’ security.
• A cannot forge any message in a key agreement stage.
• A cannot retrieve the session key of the entity.
• A cannot be successful with an impersonate attack.
• A cannot be successful in forwarding secrecy.
• A cannot be successful in a replay attack.

Moreover, A cannot be successful after a passive or an active attack.

5. Model Construction

The section describes the entire system in detail. This scheme mainly consists of two
parts, i.e., registration and authentication.

5.1. System Setup

This section only focuses on the system setup. Here, SP selects an elliptic curve
E(Fp), where Fp is a finite field, which is decided by prime p. It also selects a generator
P on the curve with order q and a master or secret key SKSP . It publishes the public
key PKSP = (SKSPP), P , p, q, hi(.)(i = 1, 2, 3) where hi : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , i = 1, 2 and
h3 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}n. Here, Z∗q is a multiplicative group of integers modulo q.

5.2. Registration

This section describes the registration process and protocol Φ in detail, which illus-
trates the registration process of M, D, and R with SP . All these participants follow
protocol Φ at the time of interaction. The registration process ofM with SP is described
below and D andR’s registration follow the same protocol.M submits its identity IDM
to the SP . The SP generates a nonce rM ∈ Z∗q , and works out PKM = rM P , XM = h1
(IDM ‖ PKM), and SKM = rM + SKSP XM. Then, the SP sends {PKM,SKM} to
M secretly. Figure 3 shows the entire registration process ofM.

M SP

{IDM}−−−−−−→
1. rM ← Z∗q
2. PKM ← rM P
3. XM ← h1 (IDM ‖ PKM)
4. SKM ← rM + SKSP XM

{PKM,SKM}←−−−−−−−−−−−

Figure 3. Registration process ofM through protocol Φ.

5.2.1. Blockchain-Based Data Sharing (via Chain 1)

During the registration stage through protocol Φ, the SP generates the hash of the
PK of M, D, and R and encrypt them with the SKSP in order to generate a digital
signature (DS). Now, the SP concats PKs’ ofM, D andR, DS and its sign SNSP which
are publicly available. The SP commits the concated information in the blockchain by
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calling the smart contract. Algorithm 1 shows the working process of smart contract for
registration, where functions gen() and reg() stand for generation of keys and register for
writing data into the chain 1. The procedure is described in detail below:

SP utilize Equation (1) for generating the DSM and then (PKM ‖ DSM ‖ SNSP ).

DSM = EN (h(PKM),SKSP ) (1)

Similarly, SP generatesDSD ,DSR and then (PKD ‖ DSD ‖ SNSP ), (PKR ‖ DSR ‖
SNSP ), respectively. Publicly available information from chain 1 are as follows:

• Public key of the entities;
• Verifiable digital signatures of the entities;
• Sign of the service provider.

Algorithm 1: Working process of smart contract for registration.

1 M’s Input: request req, IDM.
2 SP ’s Input: rM, P , SKSP SNSP .
3 M’s Output: PKM, SKM.
4 if req == 1 then
5 {DS ,PK,SK}M ← gen(rM, P , SKSP , IDM);
6 reg(DSM, PKM, SNSP );
7 end

5.2.2. Security Analysis of Protocol Φ

Proposition 1. (Security of Protocol Φ). Protocol Φ in Figure 3 is secured in case of adversaries A.

Proof of Proposition 1. In Protocol Φ: M,D,R, and SP , four entities are involved in
three scenario. The actions and processes of all of them are the same. Therefore, one
scenario is secured means all of them are secured. This section considers the scenario of
Figure 3. The function is F :

F : F (IDM, rM,P , h1(),SKSP ) = (PKM,SKM)

The view of eachM is

viewΦ
M = (IDM,PKM,SKM,P , p, q, hi(.)(i = 1, 2, 3))

Clearly, none of this information can be used to infer any private data of other par-
ticipants. Therefore, in case A is a semi-honest adversary, he would not able to infer
any private information of other participants from these data. Again, if A is an outsider
dishonest adversaries, he might try to take control over the network and try to infer data
but that’s not possible as the interactions are happening under the Blockchain network. On
the other hand, SP is a trusted entity. Lastly, it is important to discuss the security and
privacy issues related to the public ledger of chain 1. Therefore, public view, which also
can be seen by A:

viewΦ
A = (PKM,PKSP ,DSM,SNSP )

Now, PKM,PKSP , DSM and SNSP has no security concerns as they are just ad-
dresses. Thus, protocol Φ is secured in presence of semi-honest and dishonest adversaries
for Figure 3.

5.3. Authentication

This section describes the authentication process and protocol Γ in detail, which
illustrates the authentication process ofM with D, and D withR. All these participants
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follow protocol Γ at the time of interaction. The authentication process ofM with D is
illustrated in this section and others follow the same protocol.

5.3.1. Verification of PK and Corresponding SP
This section describes the verification of participants’ (M, D, and R) PK, where

any participant can identify the corresponding SP for any PK. Let us consider a sce-
nario where a D attempts to verify the PK of anM and identify its corresponding SP .
Figure 4 illustrates the entire process. D retrievesM’s PKM along with DSM and SNSP
from chain 1. It recognizes PKSP from SNSP . It decrypts DSM with PKSP and gets
h(PKM)SP , which is generated by SP . It generates h(PKM)D asH. It comparesH and
h(PKM)SP , if matches then PKM is verified with SP . All participants use this process to
verify the PK of other participants in the same process and follow the protocol Γ.

D

1. PKSP ← recognizes SNSP
2. h(PKM)SP ← (DE(DSM),PKSP )
3. H← h(PKM)D

4. H ? = h(PKM)SP

Figure 4. Verification of PK and corresponding SP through protocol Γ.

5.3.2. Authentication betweenM and D
This section is described in three phases and shown in Figure 5. D sends its IoT device

ID toM using asymmetric encryption.

1. Phase 1: M chooses a nonce u ∈ Z∗q , B1 = uP , B2 = h2(uPKD + uh1(IDiotD ‖
PKD)PKSP )⊕ IDiotM , B3 = h2(B1 ‖ PKM ‖ PKD ‖ IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ). Then the
messageMA1 = {B1,B2,B3,PKM} is sent to D.

2. Phase 2: D calculates IDiotM = B2⊕ h2(SKDB1) and checks B3? = h2(B1 ‖ PKM ‖
PKD ‖ IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ). If true, D continues to select v ∈ Z∗q and calculates B4 =
vP , SEKD = h3(B1 ‖ B4 ‖ vB1), B5 = h2(vPKM + vh1(IDiotM ‖ PKM)PKSP )⊕
IDiotD , and B6 = h2(IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ‖ B1 ‖ B4 ‖ SEKD). Then the message
MA2 = {B4,B5,B6} is sent toM.

3. Phase 3: M calculates SEKM = h3(B1 ‖ B4 ‖ uB4), IDiotD = h2(SKMB4)⊕ B5,
and checks IDiotD and B6? = h2(IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ‖ B1 ‖ B4 ‖ SEKM). If true, then
the two IoT devices ofM and D are the authenticated on the both side.

5.3.3. Blockchain Based Data Sharing (via Chain 2)

During the authentication stage through protocol Γ, all participants verify the au-
thenticity of other participants’ PK. In the case of Figure 5,M generates the hash of the
MA1 and commits it in the blockchain by calling the smart contract along with its PKM.
On the other hand, D generates the hash of theMA2, [[IDiotD ]]PKM and commits it in
the blockchain by calling the smart contract along with its PKD . Algorithm 2 shows the
working process of smart contract for authentication, where functions auth() and reg()
stand for authentication and register for writing data into the chain 2. The procedure is
described in detail below:

• M generates (PKM ‖ HM) using (2)

HM = h(MA1) (2)

• D generates (PKD ‖ HD) using (3)

HD = h(MA2 ‖ [[IDiotD ]]PKM) (3)
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M D

1. [[IDiotD ]]PKM ← EN (IDiotD ,PKM)

{[[IDiotD ]]PKM}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

2. IDiotD ← DE([[IDiotD ]]PKM ,SKM)
3. u← Z∗q
4. B1 ← uP
5. H2 ← h2(uPKD + uh1(IDiotD ‖ PKD)PKSP )
6. B2 ← H2 ⊕ IDiotM
7. B3 ← h2(B1 ‖ PKM ‖ PKD ‖ IDiotM ‖ IDiotD )
8.MA1 ← {B1,B2,B3,PKM}

{MA1}−−−−−−→

9. IDiotM ← B2 ⊕ h2(SKDB1)

10. H′2 ← h2(B1 ‖ PKM ‖ PKD ‖ IDiotM ‖ IDiotD )

11. check B3? = H′2
12. v← Z∗q
13. B4 ← vP
14. SEKD ← h3(B1 ‖ B4 ‖ vB1)

15. H′′2 ← h2(vPKM + vh1(IDiotM ‖ PKM)PKSP )
16. B5 ← H

′′
2 ⊕ IDiotD

17. B6 ← h2(IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ‖ B1 ‖ B4 ‖ SEKD)
18.MA2 ← {B4,B5,B6}

{MA2}←−−−−−−

19. SEKM ← h3(B1 ‖ B4 ‖ uB4)
20. IDiotD ← h2(SKMB4)⊕B5

21. H′′′2 ← h2(IDiotM ‖ IDiotD ‖ B1 ‖ B4 ‖ SEKM)

22. check IDiotD and B6? = H′′′2

Figure 5. Authentication process ofM and D through protocol Γ.

Again, in the case of the registration process of D generates the hash of theMA1 and
commits it in the blockchain by calling the smart contract along with its PKD . On the other
hand,R generates the hash of theMA2, [[IDiotR ]]PKD and commits it in the blockchain
by calling the smart contract along with its PKR. The procedure is described in detail
below:

• D generates (PKD ‖ HD) using (4)

HD = h(MA1) (4)

• R generates (PKR ‖ HR) using (5)

HR = h(MA2 ‖ [[IDiotR ]]PKD ) (5)

Publicly available information from chain 2 are as follows:

• Public key of the entities
• Hash of the shared messages
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Algorithm 2: Working process of smart contract for authentication.

1 M’s Input: PKM, SKM, u, P , IDiotM .
2 D’s Input: IDiotD , PKD, SKD, v, P .
3 if PKM is in chain 1 then
4 if auth(u, v, P , {SK,SM, IDiot}M|D) == 1 then
5 reg(PKM,HM, PKD ,HD);
6 end
7 end

5.3.4. Security Analysis of Protocol Γ

Proposition 2. (Security of Protocol Γ). Protocol Γ in Figure 5 is secured in case of adversaries A.

Proof of Proposition 2. In Protocol Γ: mainlyM,D, andR, three entities are involved in
two scenario. The actions and processes for both of them are the same. Therefore, one
scenario is secured means another one is also secured. This section considers the scenario
of Figure 5. The function is F :

F : F ( {IDiot,PK,SK}{M,D}, EN (),DE(), u, v,P ,

PKSP , hi()(i = 1, 2, 3)) = (MA1,MA2)

The view of eachM is:

viewΓ
M = (IDiotD , u,P ,PKSP ,PKD ,SEKM)

Here, M can authenticate D by checking B6 and there are no other available data
visible toM from where it can infer further private information. Again, the view of each
D is:

viewΓ
D = (IDiotM , v,P ,PKSP ,PKM,SEKD)

D can authenticateM by checking B3 and there are no other available data visible to D
from where it can infer further private information. On the other hand, it is important to
discuss the view outsider dishonest adversaries A. In ideal case its view is:

viewΓ
A = (PKM,PKSP ,PKD ,HM,HD)

In the ideal case A can not infer any information from PKM,PKSP , PKD ,HM and
HD as PKs’ are addresses and hash values has no backward operations. Considering
the threat from the threat model, A has far more ability and visibility than the publicly
available data. It is also important to analyze the security of those threats. It is clear that the
IDiot{M,D} are secured by the hash values h2(uPKM + uh1(IDiotM ‖ PKM)PKSP ) and
h2(vPKD + vh1(IDiotD ‖ PKD)PKSP ), respectively. The outcomes needs SKSP or SKM
and SKSP or SKM to directly or indirectly forge those hash values. These keys’ are private
to their respective owners. Again, in the case of Forward Secrecy A breaks and obtains all
of the secret keys fromM and D such as SKM and SKD . However, A failed to infer past
session keys as all of them are generated based on the ECDH issue. Since u, v,P are not
precisely calculable, the forward secrecy is preserved. Again for impersonation attack, if
A intends to infer any message at the time of key agreement, it requires SKSP ,SKM or
SKD . Yet according to the premise of A, it cannot get any of them. Therefore, it will fail to
build the entire message. Therefore, this invasion will fail. Lastly, in case of a reply attack,
all individuals utilize unexplored random numerals v and u every time. A will not be able
to crack the ECDH issue depending on (u P , vold P) or (uold P , v P), despite any message
is being replayed. Thus, protocol Γ is secured in presence of semi-honest and dishonest
adversaries for Figure 5.
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6. Experimental Analysis

This section describes the test apparatuses and analyzes the performance evaluation
of the suggested schema.

6.1. Testbed

Hyperledger Fabric network deployment machine configuration: Memory 66 GB.
Processor: Xeon(R) Intel(R), 3.70GHz W-2135 CPU (6 Core). GPU: Attached GPUs: 4.
Product Name: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. Blockchain transaction performance test
machine: Memory, 16 GB 2667 MHz DDR4. Processor: 8-Core 2.3 GHz Core i9 Intel. GPU:
Graphics 630 1536 MB Intel UHD.

6.2. Score and Scalability Evaluation Metric

This subsection depicts the measures used to analyze the outcomes.

Evaluation Metrics

The outcomes of the suggested framework is evaluated based on execution time (ET ),
average latency (AL), and average throughput (AT ).

• ET : The total amount of time (in seconds) consumed by a system to perform all
transactions for a certain corpus, which is showed in Equation (6) shows the where N
is the total number of transactions.

ET =
N
∑
i=1

(T2 − T1) (6)

T1 and T2 represent the time when the transaction was made and the blockchain
verified the transaction, respectively.

• AL: The average latency is the norm of the difference between T2 and T1 in a dataset
for a bunch of transactions, which is shown in Equation (7).

AL =
∑Ni=1 (T2 − T1)

N (7)

• AT : The average throughput is the norm of successful transaction’s number per
second over the execution time, which is shown in Equation (8).

AT =

N
∑Ni=1 (T2−T1)

N (8)

6.3. Result Evaluation

This section demonstrates the result analysis of the system and also detail analysis
of protocol Φ and Γ. The proposed system is evaluated in three ways: execution time,
average latency, and average throughput. Figure 6 illustrates the performance analysis of
Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum.
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Figure 6. Performance analysis of Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum. (a) represents the execution
time where the x-axis shows the number of transactions and the y-axis shows the time in seconds for
each group of transactions. (b) represents the average latency where the x-axis presents the number of
transactions, and the y-axis presents the time in seconds for each set of transactions, and (c) represents
the average throughput where the x-axis holds the number of transactions, and the y-axis holds the
number of transaction per second (tps)) for each set of transactions. (a) Execution time; (b) Average
latency; (c) Average throughput.

This study examines the diversity in performance time consumption by altering the
numeral of transactions in Figure 6a with two types of blockchain technology such as
Etherium and Hyperledger Fabric. The x-axis exhibits the transactions counts running
from 1 to 1000 and the y-axis presents the total time consumption for various groups of
transactions in seconds. The graph is represented in linear scale. The execution time is
proportional to the number of transactions. In the scenario, Etherium hardly completes 980
transactions. Analysis shows that the Hyperledger Fabric constantly consumes less time
than Ethereum. The difference between Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric in execution
time grows larger as the transactions amount increases. In Figure 6b,c, we assessed
the latency and throughput, respectively by deviating the count of transactions with
Etherium and Hyperledger Fabric. The x-axis of both figures shows the transactions
number, which varies from 1 to 1000. The y-axis of Figure 6b shows the average latency in
seconds for every set of transactions but on that same axis, Figure 6c shows the average
throughput in transaction per second (tps) for individual transaction sets. Analysis of the
performance reveals that latency of Hyperledger Fabric is constantly lower and throughput
is constantly higher in comparison to Ethereum. Therefore, it proves Hyperledger Fabric
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is faster in comparison to Ethereum. In summary, the proposed system provides more
reliable performance in Hyperledger Fabric than Ethereum in terms of scalability. Another
important feature of Hyperledger Fabric is that it is a private network but Ethereum is
public. Therefore the transaction privacy can also be achieved by Hyperledger Fabric.
Figure 7 illustrates the performance analysis of protocol Φ and Γ on Hyperledger Fabric.
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Figure 7. Performance analysis of protocol Φ and Γ on Hyperledger Fabric. (a) represents the
execution time where x-axis shows the number of transactions and the y-axis shows the time in
seconds for each group of transactions. (b) represents the average latency where x-axis presents the
number of transactions, and the y-axis presents the time in seconds for each set of transactions, and
(c) represents the average throughput where x-axis holds the number of transactions, and the y-axis
holds the number of transaction per second (tps)) for each set of transactions. (a) Execution time;
(b) Average latency; (c) Average throughput.

We investigate the execution time of two protocols (i.e., Φ and Γ) by the number of
transactions in Figure 7a with Hyperledger Fabric. The x-axis illustrates transactions counts
(varying from 1 to 1000) and the y-axis indicates an individual group’s transaction time. The
execution time is proportional to the transaction count on a linear scale. The result analysis
of this study shows that Hyperledger Fabric’s execution time is quite practical. When the
number of transactions is 100, then the protocol Φ takes 268.55811 s and the protocol Γ
takes 339.351912 s. When the number of transactions is 500, then the protocol Φ takes
2258.245325 s and the protocol Γ takes 1687.087315 s. When the number of transactions is
1000, then the protocol Φ takes 3626.718443 s and the protocol Γ takes 3386.043616 s. It is
clear from the above Figure 7a that protocol Φ consumes much more time than protocol Γ
as the transaction number increases.
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Figure 7b assessed the average latency by transaction count with Hyperledger. The
x-axis and y-axis show the same parameters as Figure 7a. The result analysis of this
study shows that the execution time of Hyperledger Fabric is pretty practical. When the
number of transactions is 100, then the protocol Φ consumes 2.71235371 s and the protocol
Γ consumes 3.39351912 s. When the number of transactions is 500, then the protocol Φ
consumes 4.51649065 s and the protocol Γ consumes 3.37417463 s. When the number
of transactions is 1000, then the protocol Φ consumes 3.626718443 s and the protocol Γ
consumes 3.386043616 s.

We again assessed the average throughput by altering the transaction counts in
Figure 7c with Hyperledger. The x-axis and y-axis show the same parameters as Figure 6c.
When the number of transactions is 100, then the protocol Φ executes 0.00372358891 tps
and the protocol Γ executes 0.0029467935 tps. When the number of transactions is 500, then
the protocol Φ executes 0.000442821685 tps and the protocol Γ executes 0.0005927375 tps.
When the number of transactions is 1000, then the protocol Φ executes 0.0002757313576 tps
and the protocol Γ executes 0.0002953299 tps.

After the analysis of transaction time, it is important to have a look at execution time.
Table 4 shows the execution time analysis. It focuses on each entity’s time consumption.
Precisely, there is no previous work whose result can be directly comparable with this
proposed system. In the proposed system, entities SP ,M, D, andR consume 2.049688 ms,
4.534202 ms, 4.011596 ms, and 4.373648 ms, respectively. ECC’s time consumption of the
proposed system shows better performance but the total execution time of the proposed
system is a bit higher due to the time expenditure of blockchain.

Table 4. Execution time analysis.

Attribute Entities Time (millisecond, ms)

Proposed method

SP 2.049688

M 4.534202

D 4.011596

R 4.373648

The performance of the proposed method can be compared with the method of other
domains in terms of computational costs and the number of exchanged message. Analysis
is showed in Table 5 and Figure 8. The proposed outperforms the methods of other domains
also, where it takes 1260 bits for communication costs and only 3 exchanges of messages.

Table 5. Comparison of communication cost (Co-co) and number of exchanged message (Ex-me).

Attribute Co-co Ex-me

Sidorov [36] 1760 5
Mujahid [37] 960 4

LRMAPC [38] 1440 5
ULRMAPC [38] 1632 5

LBRAPS [39] 2240 5
Proposed 1280 3
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Figure 8. Performance analysis of the proposed scheme with the method of other domains in terms
of communication cost and number of the exchanged message. (a) Comparison for communication
cost; (b) Comparison for number of exchanged message.

7. Conclusions

Integration of IoT devices in a centralized nature increases the issue of transaction
data privacy and security of the supply chain management system. Therefore, this paper
proposed a unified solution with the distributed ledger technology, i.e., Hyperledger fabric,
IoT, and elliptic curve cryptography, to protect the transaction data from privacy and secu-
rity breaches. ECC ensured the lightweight cryptographic operations and authentication of
IoT devices. Authenticated IoT scanner guarantees an error-free supply chain transaction
enabling the trusted immutable ledger among all participants. Rigorous implementation of
the proposed system on the Hyperledger fabric network confirmed that the system works
smoothly in a multi-party setup. The result and security analysis prove that the proposed
system is robust and secure for real-life applications.

In future research, we want to integrate self-sovereign identity (SSI) with the dis-
tributed ledger technology for faster and more reliable peer-to-peer authentication pro-
cesses for all supply chain entities. The decentralized SSI module will guarantee frictionless
supply chain transactions where data privacy and security can also be ensured.
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